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Abstract— This paper proposes human-like stable bipedal
walking with a large stride by the height variation of the
center of mass (COM) using an evolutionary optimized cen-
tral pattern generator (CPG). A modifiable walking pattern
generator (MWPG) is utilized to generate a walking pattern
for the bipedal robot. For the height variation of the COM,
its height trajectory is generated by the CPG. A sensory
feedback is utilized to compensate the disturbance caused by
the height variation. Besides, the CPG is optimized by the
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QEA) to obtain the
desired output signals from the CPG. The proposed method is
applied to a simulation model of the small-sized bipedal robot,
HanSaRam-IX (HSR-IX), developed at the Robot Intelligence
Technology laboratory, KAIST and the effectiveness is demon-
strated through the simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent researches have focused on the development of

bipedal robots capable of stable walking [1]–[3] with the

methods for walking pattern generation [4]–[7]. Particularly,

the 3-D linear inverted pendulum model (3-D LIPM) [4] is

the most widely utilized method to generate the walking

pattern for the bipedal robot. Besides, based on the 3-D

LIPM, various methods for walking pattern generation were

developed [8]–[11]. In the 3-D LIPM, the height of the center

of mass (COM) is set as a constant value. Thus, it is possible

to decouple the sagittal and lateral COM motion equations.

However, the constant COM height makes the bipedal robot

walk unnaturally with a small stride. To overcome this

problem, the COM height needs to be variable for a large

stride like humans do by varying the hip height.

For this purpose, Kurazume et al. introduced knee stretch

index and knee torque index for evaluating the efficiency of

the use of the knee joints, and then the up-and-down COM

motion was generated by optimizing these indexes [12].

Morisawa et al. presented a generation method of the COM

motion constrained on the parametric surface which defines

the relative COM height from the landing foot position [13].

Sekiguchi et al. developed a up-and-down COM motion

generated by the vertical pivot motion of the 3-D LIPM

[14]. Terada et al. presented an analytic solution to treat the

vertical COM motion using a 3-D symmetrization method

[15]. Shimmyo et al. utilized the virtual plane method based

on the idea of a virtual zero moment point (ZMP) to generate

the up-and-down COM motion [16], [17]. Li et al. proposed a
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hip pattern generator using the sinusoidal function and a feet

pattern generator for heel-strike and toe-off motions [18].

This paper proposes human-like stable bipedal walking

with a large stride by the height variation of the COM using

an evolutionary optimized central pattern generator (CPG).

The CPG is one of the biologically inspired approaches [19]

and it generates rhythmic signals by using neural oscillators

[20]. Using the CPG, there were approaches to generate the

walking pattern for the bipedal robot [21]–[25]. In these

approaches, by means of a sensory feedback in the CPG,

the robot was able to walk stably maintaining the balance.

However, it was unable to change the walking pattern in real-

time. In this paper, a modifiable walking pattern generator

(MWPG) [10], [11] is utilized to generate the walking pattern

for the bipedal robot. It extended the conventional 3-D LIPM

to allow the ZMP variation by the closed form functions.

Namely, the MWPG enables the bipedal robot to change the

walking pattern in real-time by the ZMP variation. For the

height variation of the COM, its height trajectory is generated

by the CPG. The sensory feedback is utilized to compensate

the disturbance caused by the height variation. Besides,

the CPG is optimized by the quantum-inspired evolutionary

algorithm (QEA) [26], [27] to obtain the desired output

signals from the CPG. The QEA is one of the evolutionary

algorithms and it uses the concept of quantum computing.

The proposed method is applied to a simulation model

of the small-sized bipedal robot, HanSaRam-IX (HSR-IX),

developed at the Robot Intelligence Technology laboratory,

KAIST and the effectiveness is demonstrated through the

simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents

the walking pattern generation by the MWPG. In Section

III, the COM height variation is described. The CPG is

reviewed and the COM height trajectory generation by the

CPG is proposed with the sensory feedback. Also, the

evolutionary optimization for the CPG is described with

a brief introduction of the QEA. Section IV presents the

simulation results and finally conclusions follow in Section

V.

II. WALKING PATTERN GENERATION

In this paper, the MWPG [10], [11] is employed to

generate the walking pattern for the bipedal robot and it is

briefly summarized in the following. The bipedal walking

is composed of single support phase and double support

phase. In the single support phase, the primary dynamics
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Fig. 1. Conventional 3-D LIPM.

of the bipedal robot is modeled as a 3-D LIPM as shown in

Fig. 1 [4]. It is assumed that the support leg is a weightless

telescopic limb and the mass of the robot is concentrated

as a single point. In the conventional 3-D LIPM, the COM

height variation is not considered. Namely, the COM height

is constant Zc. Consequently, it is possible to decouple the

sagittal and lateral COM motion equations.

The dynamic equation of the 3-D LIPM for the angular

momentum taken around the contact point between the

pendulum model and ground surface is obtained by applying

the Newton-Euler formulation as follows:

Tgr + rcom × Fgr =
d

dt
(rcom × L) (1)

where Tgr = [Tx Ty Tz]
T denotes the torque created by the

ground reaction force (GRF), rcom = [x y z]T is the vector

from the contact point to the COM, Fgr and L denote the

gravitational force and the linear momentum of the COM,

respectively. From the assumption that the height of the

COM, z is constant Zc, (1) can be rewritten as follows:⎡
⎢⎣ÿ −

g

Zc
y

ẍ− g

Zc
x

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
− Tx

mZc

Ty

mZc

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)

where m is the mass of the pendulum. The sum of the torques

caused by the GRF is represented by the ZMP as follows:

Tgr − rzmp × Fgr =
[
0 0 Mz

]T
(3)

where rzmp = [xzmp yzmp 0]T denotes the ZMP and Mz is

the yawing moment. From (3), Tx and Ty are obtained, and

then by substituting them into (2), the dynamic equation of

the 3-D LIPM can be rewritten as follows:⎡
⎢⎣ÿ −

g

Zc
y

ẍ− g

Zc
x

⎤
⎥⎦ = − g

Zc

[
yzmp

xzmp

]
. (4)

The above equation provides the relationship between the

ZMP and the sagittal and lateral COM motions of the 3-D

LIPM.

The solutions of (4), which mean the sagittal and lateral

COM motions of the 3-D LIPM, are obtained by applying

the inverse Laplace transform as follows:

Sagittal COM motion:

[
xf

vfTc

]
=

[
CT ST

ST CT

][
xi

viTc

]
− 1

Tc

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∫ T

0

ST p̄(t)dt∫ T

0

CT p̄(t)dt

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (5)

Lateral COM motion:

[
yf

wfTc

]
=

[
CT ST

ST CT

] [
yi

wiTc

]
− 1

Tc

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∫ T

0

ST q̄(t)dt∫ T

0

CT q̄(t)dt

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (6)

where (xi, vi)/(xf , vf ) and (yi, wi)/(yf , wf ) indicate ini-

tial/final COM position and velocity in sagittal and lateral

planes, respectively. ST and CT are defined as sinh(T/Tc)
and cosh(T/Tc), respectively, where Tc =

√
Zc/g. T is

the remaining single support time, and p(t) and q(t) are

ZMP functions for the sagittal and lateral COM motions,

respectively, where p(t) = p(T − t) and q(t) = q(T − t).
The first terms on the right-hand side of (5) and (6)

represent homogeneous solutions of (4). The second terms

represent particular solutions which allow more extensive

sagittal and lateral COM motions by varying ZMP trajec-

tories with p(t) and q(t). In the conventional 3-D LIPM, it

is assumed that the ZMP is fixed at the contact point, thus the

particular solutions have not been considered. Consequently,

in the single support phase, the COM motion of the 3-

D LIPM is predetermined and unmodifiable. Namely, it is

impossible to independently modify the walking pattern, i.e.

single and double support times, sagittal and lateral step

lengths, and direction of the swing leg in the conventional

3-D LIPM. Whereas in the MWPG, the COM position and

velocity can be changed independently at any time during the

single support phase by the ZMP functions p(t) and q(t). It

means that the MWPG enables the bipedal robot to change

the walking pattern independently by the ZMP variation

without any additional step for adjusting the COM motion.

Moreover, since the closed form functions are used for the

ZMP variation, the MWPG effectively reduces computational

cost, which ensures a real-time calculation.

As an input of the MWPG, the command state (CS) is

defined as follows [10], [11]:

Definition 1: Command state (CS) is defined as

c ≡ [T ss
l T ds

l Sl Ll θl T ss
r T ds

r Sr Lr θr]

where

T ss
l/r: single support time during left/right support phase;

T ds
l/r: double support time from left/right support phase

to right/left support phase;

Sl/r: sagittal step length of left/right leg;

Ll/r: lateral step length of left/right leg;

θl/r: direction of left/right leg.

The walking state (WS) of the 3-D LIPM, defined as the

COM position and velocity, is derived for the CS [10], [11].

Then the COM trajectory satisfying the WS is obtained from
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(5) and (6), and the trajectories of every joint of the bipedal

robot are calculated by the inverse kinematics.

III. COM HEIGHT VARIATION

As mentioned in the previous section, the COM height of

the 3-D LIPM is not variable in the conventional MWPG. In

this paper, however, the COM height trajectory is generated

by the evolutionary optimized CPG for human-like stable

bipedal walking with a large stride.

A. Central Pattern Generator (CPG)

The CPG produces endogenously multi-dimensional

rhythmic signals without a rhythmic sensory or central input.

Also, the signals can be modified to deal with environmental

perturbations using a sensory feedback. A neural oscillator

for the CPG is used to generate the rhythmic signals and

defined as follows [20]:

τ u̇i = −ui −
n∑

j=1

wijyj − βvi + u0 + feedi

τ ′v̇i = −vi + yi

yi = max(0, ui)

(7)

where ui and vi are the inner state and the self-inhibition

state of the i-th neuron, respectively. u0 is the external

input signal which affects the output amplitude and yi is the

output signal. wij is the connecting weight which determines

the phase difference between the i-th and j-th neurons,

β is the weight of the self-inhibition, and feedi is the

sensory feedback signal which is necessary for stable bipedal

walking. τ and τ ′ are time constants which have influence

on the shape and period of the output signal. n is the number

of neural oscillators.

A biological rhythmic locomotion is performed by the

sequence of extension and flexion of muscles. When one

side of the body part is extending, the other side is flexing,

and the extension and flexion continue alternately. For the

modeling of this biological system, in this paper, the CPG

structure proposed by Taga [19] is employed to generate the

COM height trajectory. In this structure, the basic rhythmic

locomotion is assumed to be generated by the neural oscilla-

tors, each of which consists of two mutually excited neurons:

an extensor neuron and a flexor neuron. They are closely

interconnected in the same neural oscillator and alternately

generate the flexion and extension signals. By the effect of

this relationship, the rhythmic signals are generated.

B. COM Height Trajectory Generation Using CPG

The COM height trajectory is generated by the CPG as

follows:

z = Zc + zcpg (8)

with

zcpg = Az(y1 − y2 − 1)

where Az is the amplitude scaling factor, zcpg is generated

by the CPG for the COM height variation and y1 and y2
perform the extensor and flexor neuron roles, respectively.

To compensate the disturbance caused by the COM height

variation, the sensory feedback is designed, which guarantees

the stability while walking. It is defined by the GRFs on

the feet while walking, which are measured by four force

sensing resisters (FSRs) equipped on the sole of each foot,

as follows:

feed1 = kf |Fl + Fr −mg|
feed2 = −feed1

(9)

where kf is the scaling factor and Fl and Fr are the GRFs

on the left and right feet, respectively.

C. Evolutionary Optimization for CPG

This section presents evolutionary optimization for the

CPG. In this paper, the QEA [26], [27] is employed to

optimize the CPG.

1) Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (QEA): To

explore the search space of optimization problems effec-

tively, the QEA was proposed using the concept of quantum

computing. The QEA starts with a global search and changes

automatically into a local search as the generation advances

because of its inherent probabilistic mechanism. Thus, it

leads to a good balance between exploration and exploita-

tion. Moreover, the QEA utilizes subpopulations and shares

information among them using global and local migration

operations for a parallel structure.

2) Optimization: Firstly, the period of the trajectory gen-

erated by the evolutionary optimized CPG should be equal to

the walking period T ss
l/r + T ds

l/r. Moreover, the amplitude of

the trajectory at every period should be equal to each other

and the difference between the amplitude and Az should be

minimized. In addition, the GRFs on the feet while walking

should be minimized. To satisfy these conditions, u0, τ , and

τ ′ in the neural oscillator and kf in the sensory feedback are

obtained by the QEA and the objective function is defined

as follows:

f = kpfp + kdfd + kafa + kgfg + P (10)

with

fp = |Tcpg − (T ss
l/r + T ds

l/r)|
fd = |Af

cpg −Ai
cpg|

fa = |Az −Af
cpg|

fg =
∑

|Fl + Fr −mg|
where kp, kd, ka, and kg are the scaling factors, Tcpg is

the period of the trajectory generated by the evolutionary

optimized CPG, and Ai
cpg and Af

cpg are the amplitudes at

the initial and final periods of the trajectory, respectively. P
is the penalty value which is given when the robot falls down

while walking.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The proposed method is applied to the simulation model

of the small-sized bipedal robot, HSR-IX (Fig. 2) modeled

by Webot which is the 3-D robotics simulation software

and enables users to conduct the physical and dynamical
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simulation [28]. HSR has been in continual development and

research by the Robot Intelligence Technology laboratory,

KAIST [11]. Its height and weight are 52.8 cm and 5.5 kg,

respectively. It has 26 DOFs which consist of 12 DC motors

with harmonic drives in the lower body and 16 RC servo

motors in the upper body (two servo motors in each hand

control). The on-board Pentium-III compatible PC, running

RT-Linux, calculates the proposed algorithm every 5 msec

in real-time. To measure the GRFs on the feet and the real

ZMP trajectory while walking, four FSRs are equipped on

the sole of each foot.

A. Evolutionary Optimized CPG by QEA

In the simulations, Zc was set as 25.2 cm. The parameters

in the CPG, u1, u2, v1, and v2 were set as 0.695, 0.098,

0.283, and 0.521, respectively to make initial value of zcpg
to zero. w12 and w21 were set as 1.5 and 1.5, respectively to

make the phase difference between y1 and y2 to π and β was

set as 2.5 [20]. kp, kd, ka, and kg were taken as 20.0, 1.0,

1.0, and 0.0002, respectively and P was set as +∞. T ss
l/r and

T ds
l/r were set as 0.8 s and 0.4 s, respectively and Az was set

as 1.0. u0, τ , τ ′, and kf optimized by the QEA were obtained

as 2.1301, 0.1411, 0.4826, and −0.001987, respectively.

Consequently, Tcpg, Ai
cpg, and Af

cpg were obtained as 1.2

s, 1.0 cm, and 1.0 cm, respectively.

B. Walking Simulation Results

Fig. 3 shows the snapshots of the simulation result of

straight walking using the COM height trajectory generated

by the evolutionary optimized CPG. As the figure shows,

the robot walked stably with the variable COM height like

humans. Fig. 4 shows the COM height trajectories generated

by the evolutionary optimized CPG and the sinusoidal func-

tion utilized in [18]. The thick and thin lines represent the

COM trajectories in the single and double support phases,

respectively. In the simulation, the maximum stride length

was 9.8 cm when the robot walked with the COM height

trajectory generated by the evolutionary optimized CPG. It

was larger than the maximum stride lengths, 7.5 cm and 8.0

cm, when the robot walked with the constant COM height

and the COM height trajectory generated by the sinusoidal

function, respectively. It was because the robot could avoid

the singularities by the lower COM height in the double

support phase.

Fig. 5 shows the measured ZMP trajectories while walking

using the COM height trajectory generated by the evolu-

tionary optimized CPG. As shown in the figure, the ZMP

trajectories in x-axis and y-axis followed the foot trajectories

with a small variation. The small variation of the ZMP

trajectories was mainly caused by the COM height variation

and the dynamic difference between the robot and the 3-

D LIPM. However, by the evolutionary optimized sensory

feedback signals in the CPG as shown in Fig. 6, the GRFs

on the feet while walking were minimized as shown in Fig. 7.

Thus, the variation of the ZMP trajectories was minimized.

Consequently, the ZMP trajectories were within the upper

and lower boundaries of foot trajectories. Also, as shown in

(a) (b)

oΣ y
x

z

BΣ

lF
Σ

rF
Σ

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) HSR-IX. (b) Simulation model. (c) Configuration.

Fig. 8, the robot was able to modify walking patterns while

walking stably using the COM height trajectory generated by

the evolutionary optimized CPG. Table I shows the CS list

used for this simulation, in which sagittal and lateral step

lengths and direction of the swing leg were independently

changed while maintaining the same walking period at each

footstep.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the human-like bipedal walking with a large

stride by the height variation of the COM using an evolu-

tionary optimized CPG was proposed. The walking pattern

for the bipedal robot was generated by the MWPG and the

COM height trajectory was generated by the CPG. The CPG

with the sensory feedback was optimized by the QEA. The

proposed method was verified through the simulations for

the simulation model of the small-sized bipedal robot, HSR-

IX. Consequently, the bipedal robot could walk stably like

humans with modifiable walking patterns and a large stride

by the height variation of the COM using the evolutionary

optimized CPG.
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COM trajectories in the single and double support phases, respectively.
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